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NoviFlow goes all in on OpenFlow and
Ethernet network processors
Analyst: Christian Renaud  Peter Christy 27 Aug, 2013

NoviFlow came out of the University of Quebec in 2012 with a number of former Ericsson executives. Focused on network operators and datacenters,

NoviFlow developed a series of OpenFlow toolkits and switches leveraging EZchip's programmable network processors.

The 451 Take
Noviflow has built a strong product for a developing market that addresses two key concerns of initial OpenFlow deployments: scalability and

performance. The production OpenFlow switch market is still small, and research and trial deployments may not sustain the aggregate

revenue goals of the number of OpenFlow (and OpenFlow-supporting) vendors. NoviFlow may need to widen its focus to broader markets if

OpenFlow SDN adoption doesn't grow rapidly.

Context
NoviFlow was originally conceived out of projects at the University of Quebec in Montreal, which is also home to a large Ericsson research center. The

executive team, many of which were former Ericsson executives, recruited the researchers out of the university and formed NoviFlow. Early feedback

received from carriers influenced the product development to focus on a combination of flexibility and performance, which resulted in NoviFlow

selecting Ethernet network processors from EZchip as its core platform.

Noviflow's core premise is that the recent flurry of new standardization activity in the IETF and Open Networking Foundation is the beginning of an era

that will feature much more customer- and deployment-specific protocol customization. This increasing rate of new protocol development and

customization will drive demands on the network devices themselves for faster adaptation and performance. NoviFlow points to the programming

flexibility of network processors over those of more fixed-function ASICs. NoviFlow has seen this firsthand with early carrier customers, resulting in its

creation of custom software loads and protocols to integrate with internally developed carrier systems.

Company
The NoviFlow management team is led by CEO Dominique Jodoin and includes Luc Mayrand (VP R&D), Marc Leclerc (VP marketing) and Jesper

Eriksson (VP sales, North America), all previously in executive roles at Ericsson. Last quarter, the team added (non-Ericsson) Stewart Raphael as VP

of sales for enterprise. The company has been funded primarily through customer purchase orders, government grants and loans, and private

investments from the founders. It has offices in Montreal and Sunnyvale, California.
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NoviFlow began primarily as an engineering effort but is now expanding into the sales and marketing execution phase of a startup. Although it

continues to hire to bulk up its software and hardware engineering teams, it is also hiring key sales positions in the US to tackle the lucrative

datacenter market.

Marketing
NoviFlow focuses primarily on carriers and enterprise datacenter applications, both of which it is approaching with a high-touch, direct sales model. As

the company brings on additional direct sales personnel, it will need to launch a concerted brand-awareness effort in order to 'pave the road' for its

field sales representatives.

Direct sales to carriers is one of the most expensive sales models given the length of sales cycles and the cost of employing outside sales

representatives. The opportunity presented by the datacenter market is sizeable, although very competitive, and has a far shorter sales cycle than

carriers and can provide NoviFlow much-needed revenue in the short term while the carrier sales opportunities gestate.

Technology
As mentioned previously, Noviflow leverages the EZchip NP-4 network processor. Noviflow originally developed its software for the NP-4, but says it

subsequently abstracted those details from its software to enable NoviFlow software to be rapidly ported to other network processors. NoviFlow has

plans to migrate to the higher-performance NP-5 in 2015

Network processors are more powerful than merchant packet-forwarding chips, but more complex and sold in lower volumes and, therefore, are more

expensive. Some network processors are slower than the commodity parts for simple packet-forwarding applications. In NP applications like Huawei's

use within (expensive) core campus switches, this cost difference isn't particularly relevant, but in competition with commodity switches, cost and raw

performance will be more important. NoviFlow's choice has many potential benefits but also these intrinsic liabilities.

NoviFlow has implemented its own hardware and software memory management system to allow it to increase the number of flow entries to up to one

million IPv4 flows, considerably higher than any other vendor we've spoken with. Earlier OpenFlow deployments were often limited to the tens of

thousands of flows, considerably fewer than real production non-OpenFlow networks. NoviFlow's work with carriers is undoubtedly the driver of this

focus.

The scalability of flow entries is one of two issues with flows in scaling OpenFlow networks, the other being the speed of flow-table modifications.

NoviFlow has done substantial development work to streamline 'flow mods' to improve its OpenFlow switch performance at scale. This latter issue is

going to become a recurring theme for OpenFlow switch manufacturers as larger deployments appear because populating switch flow tables using

remote controllers can induce considerable latency. As a result, there is incentive to find new ways to populate and cache as much of the flow table as

possible prior to its need, which is why NEC has been developing proprietary pre-population features on top of its OpenFlow implementation.

Noviflow also sees a play in network function virtualization (NFV) – the substitution of a general-purpose resource for the dedicated processors in

network devices used to implement high-level functions (e.g., load balancing or firewall) today. While most are focused on the use of commodity X86

CPUs, NoviFlow is promoting the use of NPs for this function. In both cases, specific network functions are instantiated as needed from a pool of

general-purpose resources by installing a suitable software image.

In the X86 approach, there is the potential for sharing processors that are also used as the application platform and reusing software developed for

X86-embedded processors. Use of NPs enables the virtualization of functions requiring tight integration with the switch or greater processing capacity

(e.g., functions at the carrier edge). The optimal approach may well include both X86 and NP capabilities.

Products
NoviFlow offers both evaluation kits for laboratory and research uses, as well as full switches for production deployments. The NoviKit 200 is based on
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the EZchip NP-4 eval platform and has four bays, each capable of supporting interface modules with either eight 1Gb Ethernet or two 10Gb Ethernet

ports, for a total of 32 1Gb ports or eight 10Gb ports at maximum density. The NoviKit is capable 100Gbps of OpenFlow (IPv4) throughput due to the

performance of the embedded network processor.

The two pure OpenFlow switch models are the NoviSwitch 1132 and 1248, powered by quad-core and eight-core processors, respectively. In addition,

Noviflow has significantly increased the amount of ternary content addressable memory (TCAM) in both switches, an area of switch architecture that

has been getting more press lately as traffic architecture and flows differ considerably in OpenFlow environments than in traditional distributed-

processing networks. TCAM is where the flow-table lookups occur in an OpenFlow switch and, therefore, is a critical component in switch design. It is

also an area that had been underrepresented in non-OpenFlow switch architectures given the cost and architectural demands of TCAM within a

switch.

Competition

NoviFlow faces competition from both the non-OpenFlow switch vendors, which still dominate the market, as well as OpenFlow and hybrid switch

vendors. Hybrid and 'pure play' OpenFlow switch vendors include Hewlett-Packard, Arista, NEC, Extreme and Juniper Networks, all larger vendors

with established channels and a broad base of customers. HP offers OpenFlow as a port-configurable option across its broad switch product line and

is the largest switch vendor to embrace the protocol. Arista has pragmatically adapted OpenFlow into a controller-based model or controller-less model

using Arista's DirectFlow technology. NEC is a pure-play OpenFlow vendor that sells its own controller and switch lines. Extreme and Juniper also

support the OpenFlow protocol on a limited basis on select models of their switch families. None of the vendors above, save Arista in a DirectFlow

topology, offers the performance and flow scalability of NoviFlow, which carves out a specific niche in OpenFlow-specific scenarios. At the same time,

the hybrid vendors above can sell into non-OpenFlow networks (i.e., the vast majority of current network sales), which gives them a current revenue

stream.

SWOT Analysis

Strengths    Weaknesses

NoviFlow leads with performance and scalability for OpenFlow
environments when contrasted with non-NP architectures, and
has not shied away from doing customized software to appease
early carrier customers. This high-customization approach will
serve it well in the carrier market, but it will be difficult to scale in
the wider datacenter market.

   

NoviFlow's initial target market of OpenFlow is a small one and
growing slowly, which will create revenue pressure on the
company. NoviFlow will need to branch out to adjacent market
opportunities such as NFV until the OpenFlow market grows
considerably larger.

Opportunities    Threats

NoviFlow is well positioned to exploit complex and performance-
sensitive OpenFlow opportunities and has created a differentiated
NFV approach if network processors are accepted as a
reasonable alternative to the use of X86 servers.

   

The commercial market for OpenFlow devices is uncertain, and
there are many competitors to deal with, ranging from other
startups to much larger incumbent network device suppliers.
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